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This comprehensive guide to Kendo features easy-to-follow line drawings toemonstrate
techniques, basic information on equipment and lists of officialules and clubs. The book is
aimed at beginners and experts alike.
Thought-provoking ContentThis book contains thought-provoking content that only someone with 46
years of experience in Bujinkan can write. By reading this book, I think you will be able to
understand the profound meaning of Hatsumi-Sensei's words. -- Keiji Nakadai, Honbu Dai-Shihan
JapanUse This Valuable Insight WiselyKnowledge - talks. Wisdom - listening. I say that you, as
a martial artist, are wise to listen to the knowledge revealed in this valuable book. Ilan is
an example to us of how to remain truthful and not waver. He is someone who talks and teaches
through his own actions. So please, when you have read the book and learned what Ilan says, use
this valuable insight wisely. -- Sveneric Bogsäter, Dai-Shihan HollandA Must-read for Aspiring
TeachersIt Takes a Ninja is a must-read for those aspiring to be teachers, not only in the
martial arts but in any endeavor. It lays out a precise method and attitude needed to train the
next generation for success. My hat goes off to Ilan Gattegno for another wonderful book. I
highly recommend it. -- Bud Malmstrom, Dai-Shihan, USA. Brilliant and Insightful BookOnce
again, Ilan Gattegno has written another brilliant and insightful book, recoding and providing
a commentary on his many wonderful years of experience in the Bujinkan. I thoroughly commend
this important book to everyone in the Bujinkan, other martial artists and indeed anyone who is
interested in reading about a unique life journey. -- Peter King, Dai Shihan, U.K.
"Approaching the multifaceted world of traditional Japanese martial arts, one can experience
moments of profound mystery. It can happen when you receive a lesson from a true Master while
visiting their places of origin, or the first time you hold a forged sword, a sublime but
sanguinary work of art. It can happen when you are weighing a simple, old, rusty, weighted
chain in the palms of your hands." The Kusari - also known as Kusarifundō or Manrikigusari, is
a traditional minor weapon used by the warriors and police officers in the Japanese feudal
period. Tracing its historical, philosophical and technical traits, Christian Russo,
practitioner and teacher of Japanese Martial Arts, accompanies us throw an evanesced time and
place, where this small weapon has been secretly guarded for centuries. History, legend,
anthropology, philosophy, martial arts, folklore and mysticism alternate in Kusari-Dō.
Christian Russo was born and lives in Turin, Italy. He began practicing Jutaijutsu at the
Yoshin Ryu School of Martial Arts in 1993; among the other armed specializations of the School,
Hojojutsu, the Art of the Rope, and Kusarijutsu, the Art of the Chain which fascinated him at
first sight. He is a passionate scholar of martial arts history and collector of Kakushi-Buki,
the hidden weapons of Japanese warriors.
Ashida Kim reveals the meditations, breathing exercises and kuji-kiri hand forms that enable
readers to cultivate and direct the chi, as well as tune into the minds of others.
HANBOJUTSU Técnicas de bastón corto Ninja y Samurai
Koto Ryu
Ninja Fighting Techniques
Kusari-Dō
Taijutsu
The Art and Science of Stick Fighting
The Four Noble Truths in the Theravada Buddhist Canon
Translation of a Jujutsu document from the Koto Ryu "Tiger Felling School." Includes a reproduction of
the original document, a transcription of the handwritten document into standard Japanese characters
and an English translation.
Nakamura Taisaburo's landmark book on the art of the sword includes technical information, thoughtful
analysis, and fascinating recollections of his own training and teaching. One of the most famous
Japanese swordsmen of the twentieth century, Nakamura sensei is widely acknowledged as the preeminent
reinvigorator of the practice of tameshigiri (test cutting) as a test of technical and spiritual
mastery. The Spirit of the Sword--first published in Japanese in 1980, now translated into English for
the first time--is regarded by many as the most complete of Nakamura's writings on Japanese
swordsmanship. Here Nakamura instructs the reader on the integration of iaido, kendo, and tameshigiri;
the correct mental approach to sword practice; training methods; numerous kata or forms; a guide to
sword maintenance; and historical notes on the use of the sword as a weapon. Illustrated with over 800
original photographs, this book is a must-have for any student of the Japanese sword and an excellent
resource for sword enthusiasts in general.
Hanbojutsu è l'arte del bastone corto giapponese che è presente in diversi Ryu-Ha o scuole tradizionali
giapponesi. Nel libro verranno mostrate le tecniche base del Bujinkan Dojo, le tecniche della scuola
Kukishin Ryu e dello Skikomi-Zue o bastone corto con la lama celata arma utilizzata sopratutto dai
Ninja, nel libro sono mostrate anche le applicazioni per la difesa personale e possibili applicazioni
per le forze dell'ordine, lo Shihan Luca Lanaro già autore del libro "Shinden Kihon: Tecniche base del
combattimento a mani nude Ninja e Samurai," nel 2017 ha ricevuto la medaglia d'oro del Bujinkan Dojo
dal Soke Masaaki Hatsumi di cui è allievo diretto, per i suoi anni di pratica e per i suoi sforzi nella
diffusione di questa arte tradizionale giapponese molto antica. L'autore mostra con oltre 700 foto
professionali lo studio del bastone corto giapponese che è un'arma molto facile da reperire ed molto
efficace per la difesa personale, questo libro è adatto non solo ai praticanti all'interno
dell'organizzazione del Bujinkan Dojo, ma per tutti gli appassionati di arti marziali e per tutti
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quelli che si vogliano approcciare all'arte del bastone corto Giapponese Hanbojutsu.
Embrace and revel in the stories of the toughest cyclists of all time, told by The Velominati,
originators of The Rules. Read and get ready to ride . . . In cycling, suffering brings glory: a
rider's value can be judged by their results, but also by their panache and heroism. Prepared to be
awed and inspired by Chris Froome riding on at the Tour de France with a broken wrist or Geraint Thomas
finishing it with a broken pelvis. In The Hardmen the writers behind cycling superblog Velominati.com
and The Rules will tell the stories and illuminate the myths of not just the greatest cyclists ever,
but the toughest. From Eddy Merckx to Beryl Burton, and from Marianne Vos to Edwig Van Hooydonk, the
book will lay bare the secrets of their extraordinary and inspirational endurance in the face of pain,
danger and disaster. After all, suffering is one of the joys of being a cyclist. Embrace climbs, relish
the descents, and get ready to harden up. . .
Japanese Jiu-jitsu
Life Secrets of the Amatsu Tatara
The 50 most mind-blowing ideas in neuroscience, each explained in half a minute
It Takes a Ninja: Teaching to Awaken the Learner Within
The Incomparable Fighter
Hanbojutsu Short Stick Fighting Techniques of the Ninja and Samurai
Manga Majesty

Taijutsu is the ninja warrior's elite system of unarmed self-defense. This is the first book to definitively present the concepts,
principles, and techniques of this rarest of martial arts, whose lineage traces back through the feudal Japanese masters to
ancient Chinese monks.
This classic Shotokan Karate Master Text has been printed for the explicit purpose of providing an exact reproduction of the
complete original 1935 Japanese publication, preserving a historically accurate archive replica in the English language, that
now can be experienced and enjoyed by all who can appreciate its significance. This legacy, as is the true goal of Karate Do,
is meant to be experienced with mind, body, and Spirit. Master Funakoshi's message is transmitted in these pages through
philosophical thought, physical and mental practice methods, and most importantly, with manifest image. Each photograph
of Master Funakoshi not only demonstrates the exact form and method of each technique, but is also an archetypal key to
the spiritual path he followed and exemplified. This book is a comprehensive guide for the study of karate and is credited as
the foundation document of the modern day karate movement. Inner strength and personal character development are
stressed through an active daily regimen of physical exercise and martial technique. Kara-te Do Kyohan is Master
Funakoshi's gift to mankind. An informed study will reveal that his focus in life was to share his knowledge and the benefits
he acquired and experienced through a life of conscious self-discipline rooted in the principles of Karate Do. Gichen
Funakoshi (1868-1957) was born in Shuri, Okinawa and, as a boy, began training with Yasutsune Azato (Shuri-te) and
Yasutsune Itosu (Naha-te). Through many years of diligent practice these two styles were blended and became what is
known today as Shotokan Karate.
Aiki is the power of harmony, of all beings, all things working together. Aikido--a modern Japanese martial art unique in its
synthesis of classic forms with a well-defined spiritual base--offers a key to the art of living naturally and unselfishly in a
complicated world. This book explains it in reference to the founder's philosophy of mind--and action. In addition, the history
of aikido's prewar development as a non-competitive new martial art is described, with a consideration of its international
role.
"Totally absorbing...as gripping a tale of hatred and revenge as you will read...It is superb."NEWS RECORDThis is the story
of Nicholas Linnear, half-Caucasian, half-Oriental, a man caught between East and West, between the sexual passions of a
woman he can't forget and the one he can't control and between a past he can't escape and a destiny he can't avoid. A
sprawling erotic thriller that swings from postwar Japan to present-day New York in a relentless saga of violence and terror
elaborately designed for the most savage vengeance of all...
Bruce Lee's Commentaries on the Martial Way
Complete Instructional Guide
Vital Karate
Manual de Judo Kodokan Teoria Y Sistema
Ninja Mind Control
Shinden Kihon. Tecniche base del combattimento a mani nude ninja e samurai
Kendo
Kyuma, the last of his ninja clan, agrees to play on the Moonstar Community baseball team, which is made
up of elementary school students, but he is out of touch with the modern world and confused about what
baseball is.
The title SHINDEN KIHON 神伝基本 in Japanese language means "divine transmission of the basis" this title is
taken from one of the names of the technical program of the Bujinkan Dojo, known more commonly as
Tenchijin Ryaku no Maki, this book is not to be just a technical program or a manual, but rather to show
the path of the technical program as one can find the true meaning of the basic technique Kihon 基本, the
martial art of Budo Taijutsu, known to the people for the Ninjutsu (Ninja's art), the founder is the
Grand Master Masaaki Hatsumi the last true living Ninja. In the book there is the technical program
explained with many photos, approximately 800 professional photos, where is emphatized the highlights of
martial arts, and with oral teachings by the Grand Master Masaaki Hatsumi that make the book much more
valuable. This book is not only for martial arts fans but also for all the people who want to approach
to this martial art and to its philosophy. The author of the book, the Shihan Luca Lanaro goes to Japan
every year to study directly with the Soke Masaaki Hatsumi himself.
With extensive, step-by-step photographs and instructions, this jiu-jitsu guide is an efficient tool for
mastering this ancient martial art. The original Japanese martial art developed by the elite samurai
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class during Japan's feudal era, Jiu-jitsu is the forerunner of Judo and the precursor of today's
ultimate fighting styles, such as mixed martial arts (MMA). For centuries, this method of unarmed selfdefense proved so successful in combat that it was kept secret and taught only to a select few. Based on
the author's study with instructors at the Tokyo police academy, this martial arts book presents all the
traditional techniques of Jujitsu, also known as Jiu-jitsu. These methods teach you valuable restraining
methods that force your opponent to submit without abuse by using pressure points. It shows you tips for
search and seizure, and the almost extinct art of Hojojutsu—how to tie people up without using any
knots. Japanese Jiu-jitsu: Secret Techniques of Self-Defense addresses and demonstrates the full range
of Kaisho Goshin Budo Taiho Jitsu Ryu (Tokyo police self-defense). Learn specific techniques such as:
The use of hands Throwing an opponent Attacking vital points with strikes and kicks The use of weapons
(like the staff). This fascinating Jiujitsu book was designed as a training manual and serves as a
remarkable illustrated guide to the secret art of Japanese samurai self-defense.
Ninjutsu is the most renowned and misunderstood of all martial arts. The long history of ninjutstu is
often murky; surrounded by mystery and legend. Here, for the first time, is an in-depth, factual look at
the entire art of ninjutsu, including emergence of the ninja warriors and philosophy in feudal Japan;
detailed historical events; its context in the development of other schools of martial arts; and the
philosophies and exercises of the school today. Based on more than ten years of study and translation of
authentic Japanese texts, including many that have never before been translated, this is the most
comprehensive and accurate study on the art of ninjutsu ever written outside of Japan. This ninja book
includes studies of ninjutsu history, philosophy, wisdom, and presents a wide range of information from
authors, historians, chronicles and scrolls in order to foster a deep understanding of this "shadowy"
art. For those who train in ninjutsu, for other martial art practitioners, for historians, and for
anyone with an interest in Japanese feudal history or Japanese martial arts, The Ninja: Ancient Shadow
Warriors of Japan shines a light on this enigmatic subject.
The Spirit of Aikido
Shinto Muso Ryu Jojutsu Zukai
The Definitive Guide
Striking Techniques of the Tiger Felling School
An Illustrated Reference Guide of Bujinkan Dojo Budo Taijutsu
The Shadow Warrior
Shinden Kihon. Unarmed Fighting Basic Techniques of the Ninja and Samurai
"One icy winter's evening in Budapest, a man runs straight into John Taylor as he walks home through the
narrow streets. John falls over into the snow and looks up at the man's face. 'I felt very afraid.
Because what I saw was me. My face looking down at me. My mouth saying sorry.' Who is the man, and how
will John's life change?
Get to know the true Bruce Lee through the eyes of his friend, M. Uyehara. Pound for pound, he may have
been the greatest fighter who ever lived. Read about his good and bad times, his dreams and destiny
shattered by his early death.
Ninja Fighting Techniques explains how to defend yourself against real-world threats using techniques
perfected centuries ago by the great Ninja masters. Author Stephen K. Hayes is the world's leading
expert on Ninjutsu techniques. In this book, he presents the Ninja "Five Elements" system to explain
fundamental aspects of self-defense. According to Japanese Buddhist belief, human nature is connected to
the natural world and the five elements. By understanding that connection, essential responses to any
threat become clear: Earth—Remain grounded in your thinking and footing to repel attempts to distract or
deceive you Water—Shift, angle and move fluidly to confuse attackers and put them off balance Fire—See
where a situation is going as it develops and intercept it at the critical moment Wind—Stay light on
your feet and move nimbly to evade attempts to pin you down Void—Control a fight's direction by changing
dynamics to confuse your attacker Ninja Fighting Techniques explains how the five elements can become
automatic, unconscious responses for fighters who train the Ninja way. Through study and practice they
become instinctive, effectively employed precisely when you need them without thinking. The advantage of
Ninja teachings over other martial disciplines is that, in addition to providing physical combat
methods, they teach you to develop a better understanding of human behavior and psychology as well as
"real-time" awareness of your surroundings—invaluable in any combat and street fighting situation. With
over 300 full-color photographs and detailed step-by-step instructions, this book shows you how the
ancient self-defense techniques developed by the Ninja are still unsurpassed today!
Presents the history, traditions, philosophies, skills, weaponry, and popularity in modern culture of
ninjas, Japanese undercover assassins.
Bruce Lee
The Documents of Takamatsu Toshitsugu, Interviews with Hatsumi Masaaki
Master Text for the Way of the Empty-Hand
How I Met Myself Level 3
Koryu Bujutsu
Stick Fighting
Dynamic Karate

Most books on karate usually do not provide complete, detailed instructions and illustrations — the fundamentals plus the fine points —
that readers hope for. This book fills the gaps left by others. The late Master Masatoshi Nakayama, chief instructor of the Japan
Karate Association, left this book as a testament. It reveals his great experience as a karate competitor and teacher, describing and
illustrating in detail all the correct movements involved in the particular block, punch, or kick you want to perfect, as well as
instructions — on combining blocking techniques with decisive counterattacks. Also included is a glossary of all Japanese karate terms
and a guide to their pronunciation. Because of the lightning speed of karate techniques, normal camera work often fails to record the
action accurately. For this reason, many of the photo sequences found in Dynamic Karate were taken using a stroboscope with a flash
time of 1/10,000 of a second, enabling you to follow each movement as it is actually performed.
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Step-by-step instructions and over 300 photographs allow the trainee to follow and learn the techniques with ease. The ideal weapon
for self-defense is a stick. To find a comprehensive system of techniques using the stick, we must turn to the East, for systems known
to the West have fallen into disuse. In this book, the techniques of Kukishin Ryu — an ancient Japanese method — have been updated
and adapted for use today. A thorough grounding in the fundamentals dealt with here will enable you to disarm and control any
assailant. CONTENTS Section 1: Basic Movements Section 2: Techniques against First Attack Section 3: Techniques against Foot
Attacks Section 4: Techniques against Wrist Holding Section 5: Techniques against Sleeve and Lapel Holding Section 6: Techniques
against Seizure from Behind Section 7: Techniques against Stick Holding Section 8: Immobilizations
This excellent staff training book contains over 250 detailed jojutsu illustrations with introduction, biography, notes and insights.
Legend has it that the Shinto Muso Ryu style of Jojutsu was founded after Muso Gonnosuke Katsuyoshi (17th century samurai) lost a
duel. Katsuyoshi traveled on his musha shugyo to test what he had mastered in Tenshin Shoden Katori Shinto Ryu. He was
unprepared for his loss to Miyamoto Musashi (1584-1645) who was an expert swordsman and ronin, credited with winning over 60
duels. After his loss, Katsuyoshi withdrew into seclusion, practicing swordsmanship and performing purification rituals in an effort to
perfect his technique. Fujita Seiko (1898-1966) was a Japanese martial artist and military instructor who many consider to be the last
Koga Ninjutsu master. During the Wolrd War 2 he taught special training in the Army Academy of Nakano.
Are we all at the mercy of our brain chemistry? Do you think that the amygdala and the hippocampus are fantastical sea monsters?
What can an MRI scan tell us? Could you explain to dinner-party guests why we don’t giggle when we tickle ourselves? 30-Second
Brain is here to fill your mind with the science of exactly what’s happening inside your head. Using no more than two pages, 300
words and an illustration, this is the quickest way to understand the wiring and function of the most complex and intricate mechanism
in the human body. Discover how the networks of 90 billion nerve cells work together to produce perception, action, cognition and
emotion. Explore how your brain defines your personality, and what it gets up to while you are asleep. Illustrated with mind-bending
graphics and supported by biographies of pioneers in the field of neuroscience, it’s the book to get your grey matter thinking about
your grey matter.
Iaido, Kendo, and Test Cutting with the Japanese Sword
Jojutsu
The Hardmen: Legends and Lessons from the Cycling Gods
To-te Jitsu
Pain and Its Ending
Secret Techniques of Self-Defense
The Ultimate Guide for Martial Arts Teachers
Compiled from Bruce Lee's own notes and writings, Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the seminal book presenting the
martial art created by Bruce Lee himself. Jeet Kune Do was a revolutionary new approach to the martial arts in
its time and is the principal reason why Bruce Lee is revered as a pioneer by martial artists today, many
decades after his death. The development of his unique martial art form—its principles, core techniques, and
lesson plans—are all presented in this book in Bruce Lee's own words and notes. This is the complete and
official version of Jeet Kune Do which was originally published by Tuttle Publishing in cooperation with the
Lee family in 1997. It is still the most comprehensive presentation of Jeet Kune Do available. This Jeet Kune
Do book features Lee's illustrative sketches and his remarkable notes and commentaries on the nature of
combat and achieving success in life through the martial arts, as well as the importance of a positive mental
attitude during training. In addition, there are a series of "Questions Every Martial Artist Must Ask Himself"
that Lee posed to himself and intended to explore as part of his own development, but never lived to complete.
Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the book every Bruce Lee fan must have in his collection. This Bruce Lee Book is
part of the Bruce Lee Library which also features: Bruce Lee: Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee: The Celebrated
Life of the Golden Dragon Bruce Lee: The Tao of Gung Fu Bruce Lee: Artist of Life Bruce Lee: Letters of the
Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art of Expressing the Human Body
"Simplicity is the shortest distance between two points." ― Bruce Lee, The Tao of Jeet Kune Do The Art and
Science of Stick Fighting is a unique, non-style specific, approach to fighting with the short stick. Its
curriculum is streamlined and divided into nine logical stages of training that allow the reader to quickly and
methodically learn and develop the skills needed for competative fighting and self-defense with the stick.
Budō Taijutsu (Martial Arts Body Technique), combines the essence of nine classical martial art systems from
Japan. Through his organisation, the Bujinkan, Grandmaster Masaaki Hatsumi-sensei has overseen the growth
of Budō Taijutsu to many thousands of practitioners worldwide. Its training philosophy of developing your
response in accordance with the situation provides both a dynamic martial art and practical form of selfdefence. In Budō Taijutsu: An Illustrated Reference Guide of Bujinkan Dōjō Budō Taijutsu, author and
illustrator Duncan Mitchell provides a comprehensive training manual for both beginners and experienced
students. The book starts with basic training advice, physical preparation exercises and how to take a fall
safely before moving on to providing clear diagrams and brief explanations for the essential basic techniques
of striking, joint locks, throws, choking and self-defence. The second half of the guide then gives detailed
descriptions of Kata (practice forms) for: Shinden Fudō Ryū Dakentaijutsu Kuki Shinden Ryū Dakentaijutsu
Takagi Yōshin Ryū Jūtaijutsu Gyokko Ryū Kosshijutsu Kotō Ryū Koppōjutsu Togakure Ryū Ninpō Taijutsu
Life Secrets of the Amatsu TataraThe Documents of Takamatsu Toshitsugu Interviews with Dr. Hatsumi
Masaaki Following an extensive series of interviews and discussions between the author and Hatsumi Sensei,
who is the Sōke (Head) of the Bujinkan Dōjō Organization, this book details the traditional medical methods
that Dr Hatsumi inherited from his teacher Takamatsu Toshitsugu Sensei. It is Hatsumi Sensei's wish that a
record of these traditions continues into the future. This book covers a broad range of subjects relating to
traditional medical and health methods used in Japan, and in particular their relationship to Budō (Martial
Arts). Containing numerous photographs of Hatsumi Sensei demonstrating these techniques in the Hombu
Dōjō in Japan and transcripts of interviews with him, this book also provides a historical record of the Amatsu
Tatara Hisshin Ginroku, which was written by Takamatsu Toshitsugu Sensei, now for the first time translated*
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and published. It includes the spiritual aspects of the documents and an encyclopaedic list of pathologies and
historical natural treatments. *(these documents fully translated into English and also shown in Japanese).
Techniques of Self-Defense
Takagi Oriemon
Ninja Art of Unarmed Combat
HANBOJUTSU Tecniche del bastone corto Ninja e Samurai
The Ninja
Ninja Baseball Kyuma 1
Ninja

This book follows Takagi Oriemon, founder of the Takagi Yoshin line of Jutaijutsu, on his Musha Shugyo around Japan. It covers
why and how he got the name Takagi , his relationship with his parents and his brother , his reasons for his leaving his home town
and his journey around Japan learning from masters of martial arts. It talks of his feats of strength and of his wisdom. This is a
unique opportunity to gain a better understanding of the man whose martial arts legacy continues to this day, and whose art is
practiced by thousands of students around the globe.
Shinden Kihon significa "trasmissione divina delle basi" e consiste nel manuale del programma tecnico del Bujinkan, l'arte
marziale Budo Taijutsu, conosciuta ai più per il Ninjutsu (arte ninja), di cui il fondatore è il gran maestro Masaaki Hatsumi l'ultimo
vero ninja vivente. Nel libro viene presentato il programma tecnico in modo molto dettagliato grazie alle tante fotografie scattate,
circa 800 foto professionali, dove si sottolineano i punti salienti dell'arte marziale, ricco di insegnamenti orali impartiti direttamente
dal gran maestro Masaaki Hatsumi che rendono il manuale ben più prezioso. Questo libro non è solo per tutti gli appassionati di
arti marziali ma anche per tutti gli altri che si vogliano avvicinare a questa arte marziale e alla sua filosofia. L'autore lo Shihan Luca
Lanaro ogni anno si reca in Giappone per studiare direttamente con il Soke Masaaku Hatsumi, di cui è allievo diretto, il quale non
solo ha dato il suo benestare per la pubblicazione di questo libro, ma gli ha fatto anche i complimenti per lo studio che c'è dietro.
Demonstrates how the four noble truths are used thorughout the Pali canon as a symbol of Buddha's enlightenment and as a
doctrine within a larger network of Buddha's teachings. Their unique nature rests in their function as a proposition and as a symbol
in the Theravada canon.
This last book in the six-volume series from NEXTmanga combines cutting-edge illustration with fast-paced storytelling to deliver
biblical truth to an ever-changing, postmodern culture. More than 10 million books in over 40 different languages have been
distributed worldwide in the series.
30-Second Brain
A Modern Master's Approach to Self-Defense and Avoiding Conflict
Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do
Budo Taijutsu
Karate Do Kyohan
Ancient Shadow Warriors of Japan (The Secret History of Ninjutsu)
Unwired
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